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RE V I M OF PROPOSED РИОСЖАММЕ AND BUDGET BSTHSfiLTEB^FOR 1954咨
JLgenda (Official Records No. 44)，

Item 8 of the

Expert Committees and Conferences (document EEll/7) ( continuation from se^i^h meetlji^
The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to resume its discussion on the Expert Committee
on Midwifery Training, on the basis of the list contained in document EBll/7c
Dr e RAE, alternate to Dr» Mackenzie^ said that he had been particularly
interested in the remarks made on the subject by Dr. Daengsvang and Dr, Allwood-Paredes•
He himself attached great importance to the proposed expert committee as it appeared
lo provide a means of acquainting the general public ? more fully vdth public-health
services.
In connexion with the point raised by Dr. Allwood-Paredes as to whether the
advice of the expert committee would be applicable im all countries. Aie felt that
it was most important for the committee to include members with expérience in tropical
countries•

He cited as an example the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis，which had

included in its re commendations a particular group applicable to countries backward
in tuberculosis control； that section had been of considerable practical value.
There would be some difficulty in amalgamating the Expert Committee on Midwifery
Training with the Expert Committee on Nursing as the agendas of those two committees
varied widely.
Individual training was a matter of paramount importance since both literate
eSiO.^.-,-«
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and illiterate had to be trained.

-
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Furthermore, it had been found that raidwives

with scholastic training seldom agreed to go and work in the more rural areas.

It was often the case that even contiguous countries had not hitherto exchanged their
experience, and the expert comittee might well collect infomation and make it

"

available.

Dr a SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Advisory Services, said that the .
Director-General had consistently had regard to the question of equitable geographical
distribution, and the point that the expert committee should include members with
experience in the under-developed areas would be borne in mind.
DR e ALnTOOJD-PAREIES agreed that individual training was a question of great
importance.

His doubts had been whether such a committee would be useful in the

immediate future.

It would also be necessary to take into account the type of

panel from which such experts would be dravm-

he thought that experts in public-

health administration should be included.
Dr. SUTTER explained that it had been proposed to select the members of the
expert comittee from the Expert Advisory Panels on Maternal and Child Health and
on Nursing.

To meet the wish expressed, it would perhaps be possible to include

1

one or two members from the Panel on Public-Health Administration.
It was agreed that the Export Committee on Midwifery draining
should meet in 1954 as proposed and that the views expressed by members of
the Standing Committee would be brought to its notice.
It was further agreed that the following expert committees should
meet as proposed： the Expert Oomraittee on Occupational Health, the Expert
Committee on Mental Health, the Alcoholism Sub-Committee and the Expert
Committee on Insecticides.

LEROUX noted the statement in document EBll/7 (page 5) to the effect that

by 1954 the Expert Committae on Influenza "would be able to review all the work
done in the two-year period by laboratories associated with the WHO influenza
programme» e

He proposed that, in view of the fact that two laboratories in Canada

were producing vaccines, the sentence should be completed by the following words:
"and by other laboratories making research in that field".
The CHAIRMAN said that the information would be noted by the Secretariat с
Decision: It was agreed that the Expert Committee on Influenza should meet
as proposed。
Professor FERREIRA considered that, in view of the many important questions
connected with nutrition^ meat hygiene was rather a limited one to form the basis
for a joint expert committee„
.Dr, SUTTER drew attention to the fact that

Ж)

joint WHO/FAO Expert Committee on bleat Цу-giene „

was also interested in the

-here appeared to be a lack of

understanding regarding the principles of meat hygiene and regulations were often
either too stringent or too lax.

Information on the subject was being collected

in respect of various countries in 1953 and it would be examined by the expert
committee in 1954 with a view to making recommendations which would be useful in
the practical sense to both the developed and .the under-developed cowitries.
Dr o KARUNARATNE wished to be informed whether experts other than veterinarysurgeons would-be included in the committee„

He believed that the terms of

reference of the committee should be broadened to include a study of meat hygiene
from the time of slaughter to the time of distribution to the consumer.

Dr, SUTTER appreciated the remarks made and said that the expert committee
would undertake its study in that light.

The committee would include experts in

public-health administration and in environmental sanitation as well as veterinary
surgeons.
Decision: It was agreed that the Joint Expert Committee on Meat Hygiene
should meet as proposed.
It was further agreed that the Expert Committee on Nursing should
meet as proposed.
Professor CANAPERIA recalled that he had submitted a proposal, during
consideration of the proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for the Central
Technical Services^ that budgetary provision should be made for an expert committee
to study the results of research on antituberculosis vaccines•

Such an expert

committee would in his opinion Ъо most useful•
Dr. BONNE, Director^ Division of Communicable-Disease Services, was
f

particularly grateful for Professor Canaperia s proposal.

He noted that an

expert coimnittee on tuberculosis would be meeting in 1953 and could consider the
matter.

However, as it was an extremely,important subject which called for

lengthy consideration the coiamittea night not be able to discuss other subjects
at the same timee
Dr . TURBOTT^ supported by Dr líACKENZIE, agreed that the Expert Committee on
Tuberculosis should consider the matter in 1953.

With regard to 1954, it was

doubtful whether such a proposed expert coirjmittee could add to the results of the
research undertaken in the Tuberculosis Research Office^ Copenhagen.
1
A
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See minutes of. the firsh and second moctingo of the S'c--.ncling Corami.iriGu

Professor CANAPERIA wished to emphasize the fact that the study of the
problems raised by vaccines called not only for tuberculosis experts but also
for specialists in related fields, such as paediatrics and public-health
administration.

Accordingly, he believed that it would be more appropriate for

a special.committee to be entrusted m t h a thorough study of the results in the
sphere of antituberculosis vaccination with a view to co-ordinating research.
Members had heard reference to the recent congress on tuberculosis held in Rio de
Janeiro and the new possibilities which might be envisaged as a result.

However, he

had no objection to the question being studied by the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis¡
indeed it would appear that antituberculosis vaccination constituted the most
important point for discussion by that conjmittee.
The CHAIRMAN called the Standing Committee's attention to the proposed
conferences included under the summary of estimates for expert committees and
conferences (Official Records No. 44, page 99)•
Decision: It was agreed to hold the conferences as proposed iri the
smnmary of estimates•
Administrative Services
Office of the Mreotor-Qemral
No coxmenis were made on thia sootion»

External Relations
Dr. FORREST, Director, Office o£ External Relations, replying to a point
raised by

Allwood-Paredes regarding the provision for a consultant at the

New York Liaison Office, said that the Organization had found it both satisfactory
and economical to engage a qualified part-time consultant to be attached to that
office since the amount of work did not warrant the appointment of a full-time
official #
•

>

Technical Assistance
No comments were made on this section#
Public Information
No comments were made on this section,
Administration and Finance : Office of the Assistant Director-General
No comments were made on this section•
Legal Office
No comments were made on this section •
Internal Audit
No comments were made on this section'.

Administrative Management and Personnel
Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Administration and Financej replying to
a question by Dr. KâRUNARATNE as to the functions of the Travel Unit, said that the
unit was responsible for the co-ordination‘of all travel requirements, i.e. for the
Health Assembly, for the Executive Board, for the Secretariat and for fellowships.

It

was responsible for passing on to Cook's travel agency the necessary authorizations.
The arrangement with that travel agency had resulted in considerable saving for WHO and
had made for greater efficiency in dealing with travel requirements.
Dr. KARUmRATNE and the СН&ПШЫ recalled instances in which the Travel Unit had
given cause for complaint in dealing with the travel requirements of members of the
Board.
M r . SIEGEL said that he had not hitherto had any complaints with regard to the
Travel Unit brought to his attention;
the way its work was done.

on the contrary, he had heard appreciation of

However, he would be glad to hoar personally of any com-

plaints which members of the Board might have and he would be responsible for a full
investigation of the matter.
M . FOESSELs adviser to Professor Parisot, believed that the problem of the
co-ordination of travel within the Organization required further attention.

He noted

that expenditure on travel represented approximately 10 per cent of the total budget.
He understood that separate budget appropriations were made for travel in each of the
services с He would welcome information from the Secretariat as to whether some coordination of travel could not be introduced and whether such a unit could not

profitably be placed under the direct authority of the Office of the Director-General•
The DIRECTOR—GENERAL said that the present organizational structure had been
established so that each unit might have adequate administrative attention•

Such

adequate administrative control would prove impossible if a travel unit was attached
to the Office of the Director-General.
The administrative structure of the Organization was very simple and， indeed,
further responsibilities were added each year with relatively little increase in
personnel•

The only way in which every unit could be guaranteed satisfactory

administrative control would be for the various units to be thoroughly studied in
rotation and for any adjustments to be made.
Budget and Finance
Me FOESSEL called attention to the fact that the text regarding Budget and
Finance (page 102) referred both to duty travel to cover visits to regional offices
for consultation and advice and to duty travel for headquarters personnel to visit
regional offices in order to help introduce new procedures.

He suggested that in

the interests of economy it might be wise to follow the example under Internal Audit ;
where the policy of the Director-General was stated as being "to attach auditors to
regions for periods of about 2 years and to transfer them from one region to another
at intervals of about the same period".
Mr o SIEGEL said that the point raised by M . Foessel involved the entire
decentralization system adopted by WHO.

The fact was fully recognised that, from an

administrative and financial standpoint, it was more costly for the Organization to

staff regional offices.

-However， the increased expenditure was offset by the fact

that decentralization enhanced the effectiveness of the Organization^ programme•

It

had appeared desirable in the circumstances tc transfer the appropriate budget and
accounting services with the programme services DO the regional offices, t h u s 、 、
‘
necessarily complicating the administrative and financial structure of the Organization^
Furthermore, the Technical Assistance programme had been superimposed on the regular
prograrome, making for a considerable increase in the volume of work#

In order to

ensure the highest possible degree of efficiency^ regional offices sometimes requested
assistance from headquarters when preparing their regional budgets.

Constant efforts

were made to improve accounting efficiency and consequently accounting procedures were
changed， thus calling for a certain interchange of staff between headquarters and
regional offices.
M с FOESSEL had not intended to question the principle of decentralization of
administrative and financial services.

He had suggested that it would perhaps be

more economical, particularly in the present circumstances^ to assign a staff member
provisionally to a regional office rather than have two staff members for the same
function^ the staff member from headquarters.training the staff member in the regional
office о
The CHAIRMAN recalled that it had in the past been decided that staff members
from the regional offices on home leave would visit headquarters for a period before
returning to their posts,in order to acquaint themselves with new procedures•

Now，

however， it appeared that headquarters staff were visiting the regional offices for
that same purpose•
by correspondence e

In most national organizations such instruction was generally given

M r . SIEGEL was not in disagreement with the Chairman.

Indeed, from a practical

point of view only a very small amount of travel was involved and by far the greater
part of such instruction was undertaken by correspondence.

He noted that under Budget

Section the sum of Sl,050 had been appropriated for travel in 1953 and that the
corresponding amount for the Finance and Accounts Section was 傘1,640.

Thus, visits

were only envisaged to one or two regional offices in a year.
It should be borne in mind that certain difficulties existed in international
organizations which did not arise in the national sphere. For instance, in an international organization, staff members of талу different nationalities were called upon
to adjust their am

experience to the systems in use. Moreover, the administration of

the Organization was still in its infancy and it would not be possible for the maximum
degree of efficiency to be acquired at all levels before a few years had elapsed. However, every possible effort was being made in that direction.
In reply to a further point raised by the CHAIRMAN, he confirmed that a complete
accounting system was in effect at headquarters and in the regional offices, and was
fully described in the instructions supplied. Nevertheless, any progressive organization took changing circumstances into consideration and altered its system from time
to time to take account of those changes.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL called, attention to a further complicating element 一 the fact
that, in many cases, circumstances in the individual regional offices were new and
relatively unknown to headquarters staff. The instructions given had on occasion to be
adapted to the needs of each regional office, and sometimes a staff nenber encountering
some particular difficulty reverted to his national method if no established Ш0
procedure existed. Therefore, particularly in view of the fact that no precedent
existed for the type of work undertaken by M O at the present time, it was essential

EBll/AF/kin/3 Rev.l
page 13
for administrative personnel at headquarters to stady the regional offices as well as for
staff assigned to the regional offices to acquaint themselves with the latest procedures
at headquarters. The Technical Assistance programme had added a considerable workload
before the administrative situation in the regional offices had had time to become fully
stabilized.
Common Services at Headqx arters
M . FOESSEL raised various points on which he would welcome information in
connexion m t h Сошюп Services at Headquarters (Official Records No. 40, page 111).
The estimated cost of ^139Д96 for rental and maintenance of premises appeared to him
unduly high, particularly in view of the considerable sums spent on the new office
buildings. He iTould also welcome further details in connexion with expenditure on
maintenance, heating and electricity. He noted that an increased esUaate had been
given in anticipation of increases in rates of pay for maintenance staff and some
increase in the cost of heating and maintenance materials; but he doubted the
advisability of specifically making provision in that way, rather than classing
possible increases as emergency expenditure, since it might lead the firms concerned
to increase their bills to the extent of the budgetary increase.
He would welcome greater detail in regard to the miscellaneous items of expenditure
referred to as contractual aerrioes(under chapter 40). He would also welcome further
information on the typewriters and office machines needing replacement and on the a n m a l
proportion of obsolete machines at headquarters. In respect of the general total for
Common Services at 胞adquarters, he noted that the proposed estimate ior 1954 totalled
$382,000, whereas in 1951 only $118,812 had been involved.

(See Official Records

No. 41, page 52.)
Mr. SIEGEL said the costs to -which Й. Foes sel had referred ropresemted the cost of

maintenance of premises reimbursed by YfflO to the United Nations European Office. Second^
M. Foessel had been contaring the figure for common services in 1951 in respect of administrative services only, amounting to ^118,812 (Official Records No. 41, page 52)，
with the total figure for Common Services at Headquarters in 1954. The total figure for
Common Services at Headquarters in 1951 had amounted to approximately ^310,000.
M

- VALÛT, Chief, Conference and Office Services Section, said the estimates shown

under chapter 31 (which covered maintenance, repairs, heating, cleaning and custodial .
services)for 1953 and 1954 were based on information received й-om the relevant service
of the European Office of the United Nations and were calculated at a rate of $23,50 per
square metre for 1953 and 鉑4.70 for 1954, for a total space of 6,705 square metres.'
Other Contractual Services (chapter 43) included the cost of the external audit,
amounting to approximately §10,000, and harking charges, which were approximately Й.Д00
in 1952, and were estimated at ¿2,000 for 1954. Reimbursement to the United Nations for
distribution of documents, publications, press releases, etc., was made on a percentage
basis according to the number of WHO documents distributed, as compared with the total
n m n b e r

o f

documents handled by the United Nations service. The figures were approxiraate-

ly $21,000 in 1952 and were estimated at |27,000 for 1953 and 釤0,000 for 1954. The increase resulted partly from normal increases in staff salaries and partly from the evergrowing volume of VÍH0 documentation. Language courses accounted for ^3,000 of the 1954
estimates,and refund to the United Nations of 1Ш0丨s share of the staff medical service to
about 37,600. Various other small items, such as vaccination of officials going to. areas
where it was required, publicity for vacant posts, visas, moving of furniture within the
building, etc., amounted in all to about 07,000 per аппищ.
！¡here was a printing error in the paragraph under the heading Acquisition of
Capital Assets (chapter 80)!

the typewriters and other machines referred to had been

.

bought in 1946 and not in 1948,

It was more economical to replace typewriters at fairly

short intervals because a higher price could then be obtained for the old ones. There
wsre at present 330 typeira-iters in use and it was proposed, if the Board agreed, to replace 25 in 1954, 40 in 1955 and 50 in each subsequent year,
M. FOESSEL thanked .Mr0 Siegel and M, Valot for the information.
Dr. HAYEK asked for information concerning the figures for coxmnunications and
hospitality (chapters 41 and 42).
M . VALOT replied that the figure of ^65ДЮ given for communications included postage, telegraph and telephone costs.
Mr. SIEGEL said the figure of 亞10,000 for hospitality at headquarters had been included in each annual budget. 1Ш0 differed from many of the other specialized agencies
in that the Director-Cteneral was the only official who received a representation allowance. The lump sum provided for hospitality was allocated by the Director-General to
senior members of staff 他о must account for its use.
Пг. KARUNARATNE suggested that ; since the actual expenditure on hospitality in 1952
had apparently amounted to only ¡18,450^ it might be possible to reduce the estimates
for 1953 and 1954.

.

•

Mr. SIEuEL thought it would be unfortunate to reduce the estimate for 1954. The
fact that actual expenditure in 1952 had been less than the amount estimated reflected
the prudence exercised by the Director-CL-neral in the use of the funds. There had in

fact baen considerable pressure from many members of staff to increase the sums available)
since thodr ne^d to extend hospitality had increased considerably, and on «¡any

occasions their expenses had not been reimbursed. The Dire сtor-General had not, however,
thought it desirable to ask for an Increase in the amount of #10,000 v^iich had been
authorized as an upper limit.
Dr. KARUNARâTNE was unable to agree that it would be unfortunate to reduce the item.
It was usual in bud^зting to take account of the average expenditure in preceding years»
Moreover, if a larger sum were provided, it was liable to be spent, however careful and
prudent the Dire с tor-General might be。
After a further exchange of views, Dr. TORBOTT proposed the closure of the debate.
In reply to a question ty the CHAIMIâN, Dr, KARUNARâTNE said he did not wish to
make a formal proposal.
No further objection having been raised, the CHAIRMA.ÎÎ declared the debate closed.
Regional Schedules
Dr. ALLVroOD-PAREDES, remarking that the regular budget for the Region of the
Americas showed a decrease in 1954 compared with 1953； asked Aether that uvas an indication of a general policy and, if so, ishat -ras the reason.
Mr. SIEGEL said that it had proved necessary, in view of the limitation of the budget, to reduce the funds available for certain regions in order to increase those available for others. The African Region, for instance, which had only just been established,
and the Western Pacific Region,ifláiich was not yet fully established, required increased
amounts in order that projects mig}it be started or developed. The figures given in the
summary tables (pages 114 to 120) T^vould show what adjustments had had to be nade.
Dr. KA.RUNARATNE asked on váiab principle the allocations were made to regions from

the regular budget and from Technical Assistance funds.
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR- ŒNERA.L said that the Dire с tor-General had many times had ••
occasion to explain to the World Health Assembly and the Board that? since no sure criteria
existed for comparing the value of one programme with another, allocations were originally
made on the basis of the consideration of all knowi factors® -Adjustments were then nade,
and the method seemed to have given satisfactory results. It was difficult to see how any
other system could be followed at the present stage of development of the Organization»
It was impossible to make allocations on the basis of the real needs of the regions,
since they could all use far larger sums than it had been possible to allocate to them»
The СНА1ШШ inquired Aether there was any fixed ratio between the sums allocated
to the regions аз a whole and to headquarters.
Ivlr. SIEGEL said that as far as ho was aware no ratio had been fixed. In any case
any ratio which mi^ht be reflected in the document would be completely changed as a
result of the financial difficulties in 1953^ It would be necessary to postpone certain
projects and he felt sure the Director-General would wish to give a certain priority to
projects in the African Region.
Dr.

KaRUNARATNE

was unable to agree that the present procedure had worked satis-

factorily • It was obvious that if a region was only allocated a certain sum it had to
confine its programme vfithin those limits. In deciding the budgetary allocations to
regionsj it must be considered "whether projects to be carried out in one area were of more
general importance than those in another area. He felt that soine guidance should be given
to the Director-General for future planning, particularly since the total funds available
to WHO were likely to dec'rease in the future.

M. FOESSEL asked Aether the reductions in the accounts for which the regions asked
were agreed upon between the regional directors or whether the Director-General decided
on the allocations »
ïhe DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the allocation of available funds was made
by the Director-General on the basis of the preceding year's allocation and in the light
of new developments and of his periodical conferences with üie regional directors. The
total funds available to YÍHO were very much below its needs and there was therefore no
other vray but to give each region less than it required. The Director-General would be
very glad to have guidance from the Board on a better distribution of the available funds.
He suggested that the question might be considered after the examination of the regional
budgets when the Standing Committee would have a general picture of the situation for 1954.
It was agreed that the budgetary allocations to regions should be discussed when the
discussion of the regional budgets had bsen concluded»
The CHâlEMAN suggested that it would be too cumbersome a procedure to consider each
country in each region separately. He invited members to raise any special points they
wished.
Professor CANAPERIA agreed with the Chairman's suggestion. He proposed that each
regional director be invited to make a general statement on the problems arising in his
region and on the projects in course or under study.
Dr 0 van den BERG supported Professor Canaperia's proposal and suggested that the
regional directors should indicate any difficulties they foresaw in the inplementation
of the Technical Assistance programme in their regions.

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. Soper, Regional Director for the Americas, to make an
introductory statement•

Dr о SOPER, Regional Director for the Americas, drew attention in the first instance
to one of the basic differences between the work in the Americas and that in other
regions. The Region^ budget was considerably increased by contributions from the
American Republics to the Pan American' Sanitary Organization so that not only were
additional funds available but there was increased local interest in the programmes»
It had been noticeable that the Directing Council of PASO gave more detailed consideration to the budget of PASB and its local programmes than it did, as Regional Committee
T

for the Americas，to the budget and programmes of 7Ш0. WHO s budget for 1954 was the
first, that had received adequate consideration<»
One or two points in the progranmie of the Americas deserved special consideration.
In I947 PASB had embarked on a programme for the eradication of the Aëdes aegypti
mosquito. Since the latter was not a forest mosquito in the Americas， its eradication
there was feasiblee

The programme was progressing and in several countries had Ъесопв

an integral part of the general programmes for the control of insect-borne diseases；
as such it had merited the support of UNICEF and of Technical Assistance funds. An
attempt had been made wherever possible to develop general rather than hi^ily specialized
programmes. The control of malaria and of yellow fever, for instance, had originally
been considered as separate programmes but an attempt was now being niade to bring
all control measures against such insect-borne diseases as are transmitted within
the home under the same programme.

Another undertaking of significance was the Institute of
America and Panamae

Nutrition of Central

Six countries of that part of the Americas had signed an

agreement In 1946‘calling for the organization of a combined nutritional study
programme, with a central laboratory and with national units in the different
countries.

The Institute had, under the auspices of the PASO, carried out very

creditable work during the past three and a half years.

Guatemala, where the

entrai laboratory was situated, had furnished the building, and support was
received from the Kellogg Foundation for supplies and equipment and from PASB
for administrative costs.
of the Member States,

The basis budget, however, derived from the contributions

The work was at present in an experimental stage and

was being carried out under a council composed of representativos of the Member
States, the Kellogg Foundation and PASB.

He stressed that the contributions

of the Member countries to that one project, which was of groat local interest
but also of general importance to many regions of the world, were larger than
their contributions to the entire programme of either PASB or Ш0.
A third special programme, under tho auspices of UNICEF and WHO, aimed
at the eradication of yaws in Haiti,

It had first been organized in 1950 as

a programme of mass treatment at temporary dispensaries, but 18 months ago .
had been converted into a programme for house-to-house treatment.

The number

of treatments had reached over 100,000 a month in a population of rather more
than 3,000,000.

Treatment was based on inoculation with penicillin in

maximum doses of 600,000 units for adults and 300,000 for children.

Some months after the programme had started in Haiti, the WHO Expert Committee on
Venereal Infections had recommended a dosage of 2,400,000 units.

In the report of

the same expert committee (presented to the present session of the Board) that
figure had been reduced to 1,200,000 units, and he believed that when the programme in
Haiti was completed the expert committee would be able to reduce it to the 600,000 units
used in Haiti.
In the general programme of the Americas, emphasis was laid on the strengthening
of governmental health services.

PASB believed very strongly that it was against

the interests of a country to stimulate the initiation within that country of programmes
which it could not carry out with its own potential resources.

It believed that the

long-term objective should be to help in forming well-rounded national services with
properly trained personnel.

In the meantime, many problems could be solved on an

emergency basis with personnel trained to do only one task.
A large number of inter-country and inter-zonal programmes were being carried on,
as would be seen from page 248.
He felt he should draw attention to the fact that it had been found impossible
to administer the Region from Washington and that therefore PASB and the Regional
Office had been decentralized and five zone offices set up.

As had been the case

with WHO, it had been found nôcessary to maintain a certain duplication of administrative mchincry until all the zone offices were established.

At present there were,

offices in Mexico City, Guatemala, W n a f Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.„
last-named was limited to a single country.

Only.the

The zone officers corresponded to

WH0«s regional officers rather than to its area representatives as ih South-East Asia.
It was understood that all programmes and all recoiranendations for fellowships should

originate in the zones.

As far as' possible, direct contact between the technical

administrations within the countries and the Washington office was being discontinued,
and the гопе representatives were being maderesponsible for all relations and
activities in the zone.
t

Dr. FARNSWORTH, Regional Office for the Americas, replying to Dr. van den Berg,
said that the Regional Office for the Americas, faced with the need to reduce
programmes, had divided its projects financed from Technical Assistance funds into
three categories in the following order of priority:

(1) those in operation on the

last day of December 1952, (2) those for which agreements had been signed with
governments and arrangements made for securing personnel, and (3) those whose discontinuance would cause prejudice to the countries concerned.

There remained a group

of projects in the planning stage, which had been discussed with governments and were
very necessary for the improvement of the national health services;

owing to lack

of funds, however, they would have to be deferred until a'clear picture of the
financial situation could be obtained at the end of March or the begimxijag of ^oril.
Dr. КАИиМШ-Т!©, referring to the treatment of yaws with 600,000 units of
penicillin, asked whether that information had been available to the Expert Committee
on Venereal Infections, and whether the experiment had been carried out for a
sufficiently lengthy period to warrant belief that that dosage was
reasonable.
Referring to the paragraph on fellowships under Argentina (page l6l), he asked
whether there was any contractual agreement on the part of the Government to provide
resources to enable Fellows to apply tho knowledge acquired.

Dr. SOPER thought the recommendation of the Expert Committee on Venereal Infections
could be explained by the fact that they had grouped together all the diseases caused
by treponemal infections and had made a blanket recommendation,

WHO headquarters

had received regular information on the project in Haiti, and the technical chief of
the work in Haiti had presented a report at the special meeting on yaws held in
Bangkok in March 1952.

It was felt that mass treatment ‘ in a country where in some

areas 50 per cent of the people were infected with yaws was a very useful and
indicative operation;

it proved, at least as far as Haiti was concerned, that

treatment with a dosage of 600,000 units was capable of stopping the transmission of
yaws.
b G

In that connexion he suggested that,while reports of expert committees should

given every consideration, it should not be felt that they must be followed blindly

by everyone in the Organization.

No action should be taken which would cause an

expert committee's report to hamper tho development of field programmes of WHO.
Replying to Dr. Karunaratne's question concerning fellowships in Argentina, he
said that during the last five or six years large amounts of money had become
available in the Argentine for health projects.

There had, however, been an inadequate

number of trained public-health workers to direct the expanded programme.

It had

been the good fortune of- the Regional Office for the Americas, at a time when
Argentina was not interested in technical collaboration from outside sources, to be
able to take a number of young Argentine health workers for training outside the
country.

He would like to reword the sentence on page l6l as follows:

"It is

cxpected that on their ret^irn the Government will utilize these men in the key
positions which would make available to them the use of resources already available".
The Regional Office was formally committed to the belief that fellowships of WHO and

PASB should be limited to the training of teachers, professors or health workers for
specific positions vhlch they already occupied.

They were opposed to indiscriminate

granting of fellowships to persons who might or might not make use of the training
thus acquired.

It was, however, sometimes necessary, because of special conditions

in a country, to modify the regulations.
Dr. BRAVO drew attention to the fact that the population of the province of
Santiago, Chile, according to the census taken in April 1952, was 1,750,000 - not
1,200,000 as stated on page 163.
Dr. LEROUX asked whether the Regional Director did not feel that some other
project might be more urgent than that mentioned under dañada under the heading of
Assistance to Schools of Public Health (page 1б2),
Dr. S0PEH observed that the project in question, which cost only $7,000, was
a part of a wider prograrame.

There had hitherto been more movement of professors

from South America to the United States and Canada than in the other direction, and
it had been felt for some time past that it would be of advantage> especially for
the general ço-ordination of public-health training in the Americas, if some of the
leading professors from public-health schools in North America could have the
opportunity to see the conditions in which the people they trained would be working
and have personal contact with the schools in Latin America.

It would be seen from

page 171 that a similar item had Ъееп provided for the United States, the sum in that
case being $27,000 (page

.

He mentioned that it was not until June 1952, when a Director for the Division of
Education and Training was appointed, that the Regional Office had been able to deal

with a matter already overdue.
Dr. LEROUX thanked Dr. Soper for the information.
Mr. MELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, asked whether it was expected that the
establishment _f zone offices would result in a substantial reduction in the
administrative and financial staff of the Washington office.
Dr. SOPER replied that the matter had been given a great deal of thought
and the answer was. in the affirmative. It had already been found possible to
reduce the technical staff in the Washington office and,although decentralization
would mean a larger administrative staff than would be necessary if there were
only one office, there was no doubt that the adminietrative staff could be reduced
gradually.
At the suggestion of Dr. TURBOTT the Standing Committee requested the
Secretariat to convey to Dr. Togba their regret at his absence and their best wishes
for a speedy recovery.

The meeting rose at 6.05 Р«Д»
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RE V I M OF PROPOSED PROOÍAMME AND BUDGET ESfimfES-FQR 1釣 4效
agenda (Official Records No 0 44)， (continuation)

Item 8 of the

Expert Committees and Conferences (document EELl/7) (continuation)
The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to resume its discussion on the Expert Committee
on Midwifery Training^ on the basis of the list contained in document EB11/7»
Dr。 RAE, alternate to Dr 0 Mackenzie, said that he had been particularly
interested in the remarks made on the subject by Dr。Daengsvang and Dr. Allwood-Paredes.
He himself attached great importance to the proposed expert committee as it appeared
to provide a means of acquainting the general public more fully with public—health
services.
In connexion with the point raised by Dr» Allwood-Paredes as to whether the
advice of the expert committee would be applicable im all countries, he felt that
it was most important for the committee to include members with experience in tropical
countries•

He cited as an example the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis which had

included in its re commendations a particular group applicable to countries backward
in tuberculosis control； that section had been of considerable practical value•
There would be some difficulty in amalgamating the Expert Committee on Midwifery
Training with the Expert Committee on Nursing as the agendas of those two committees
varied widely.

.

Individual training was a matter of paramount importance since both literate
and illiterate had to be trainede

Furthermore, it had been found that midwives

with scholastic training seldom agreed to go and work in the more rural areas.

It was often the case that even contiguous cowitries had not hitherto exchanged their
experience, and the expert committee might well collect information and make it
available#
Dr. SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Advisory Services, said that the
Director-General had consistently had regard to the question of equitable geographical
distribution^ and the point that the expert committee should include members with
experience in the under-developed areas would be borne in mind.
DR. ALLWOOD-PAREDES agreed that individual training was a question of great
importance.

His doubts had been whether such a committee would be useful in the

immediate future.

It would also be necessary to take into account the type of

panel from which such experts would be drawn; he thought that experts in publichealth administration should be included.
Dr, SUTTER explained that it had been proposed to select the members of the
expert conimittee from the Expert Advisory Panels on Maternal and Child Health and
on Nursing •

To meet the wish expressed, it would perhaps be possible to include

one or two members from the Panel on Public-Health Administration•
Decision: It was agreed that the Expert Committee on Midwifery Training
should meet in 1954 as proposed and that the views expressed by members of
the Standing Committee would be brought to its notice.
It was fiirther agreed that the following expert committees should
meet as proposed: the Expert Oommittee on Occupational Health, the Expert
Committee on Mental Health, the Alcoholism Sub-Committee and the Expert
Committee on Insecticides,
Dr. LEROUX noted the statement in docimient EBll/7 (page 5) to the effect that

by 1954 the Expert Committee on Influenza "would be able to review all the work
done in the two-year period by laboratories associated with the WHO influenza
programme".

He proposed that, in view of the fact that two laboratories in Canada

were producing vaccines, the sentence should be completed by the following words:
"and by other laboratories making research in that field".
The CHAIRMAN said that the information would be noted by the Secretariat.
Decision; It was agreed that the Expert Committee on Influenza should meet
as proposed.
Professor FERREIRA considered that, in view of the many important questions
connected with nutrition, meat hygiene was rather a limited one to form the basis
for a joint expert coimnittee.
. D r . SUTTER drew attention to the fact that UNICEF was also interested in the
joint WHO/FAO Expert Committee on Meat 取giene.

There appeared to be a lack of

understanding regarding the principles of meat hygiene and regulations were often
either too stringent or too lax.

Information on the subject was being collected

in respect of various countries in 1953 and it would be examined by the e ^ e r t
committee in 1954 with a view to making recommendations which would be useful in
the practical sense to both the developed and the under-developed countries.
Dr* KARUNARATNE wished to be informed whether experts other than veterinary
surgeons would be included in the committee.

He believed that the terras of

reference of the committee should be broadened to include a study of meat hygiene
from the time of slaughter to the time of distribution to the consumer.

Dr. SUTTER appreciated the remarks made and said that the expert committee
would undertake its study in that light.

The committee would include experts in

public-health administration and in environmental sanitation as well as veterinary
surgeons.
Decision： It was agreed that the Joint Expert Committee on Meat Hygiene
should meet as proposed.
I"t was further agreed that the Expert Committee on Nursing should
meet as proposed.
Professor CANAPERIA recalled that he had submitted a proposal, during
consideration of the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for the Central
Technical Services, that budgetary provision should be made for an expert committee
to study the results of research on antituberculosis vaccines.

Such an expert

committee would in his opinion be most useful.
Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of Communicable-Disease Services, was
particularly grateful for Professor Canaperia's proposal„

He noted that an

expert committee on tuberculosis would be meeting in 1953 and could consider the
matter.

However, as it was an extremely important subject which called for

lengthy consideration the committee night not be' able to discuss other subjects
at the same time.
Dr. TURBOTT, supported by Dr. MACKENZIE, agreed that the Expert Committee on
Tuberculosis should consider the matter in 1953.

Шth regard to 1954, it was

doubtful whether such a proposed expert committee could add to the results of the
research undertaken in the Tuberculosis Research Office, Copenhagen.

Professor CANAPERIA wished to emphasize the fact that the study of the
problems raised by vaccines called not only for tuberculosis experts but also
for specialists in related fields, such as paediatrics and public-health
administration.

Accordingly, he believed that it would be more appropriate for

a special committee to be entrusted with a thorough study of the results in the
sphere of antituberculosis vaccination with a view to co-ordinating research.
Members had heard reference to the recent congress on tuberculosis held in Rio de
Janeiro and the new possibilities which might be envisaged as a result.

However, he

had no objection to the question being studied by the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis
indeed it would appear that antituber culo sis vaccination constituted the most
important point for discussion by that committee.
1

The CHAIRMAN called the Standing Committee s attention to the proposed
conferences included under the summary of estimates for expert committees and
conferences (Official Records No. 44, page 99).
Decision: It was agreed to hold the conferences as proposed in the
summary of estimates.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Standing Committee to continue its consideration of
the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates with Part III， Administrative Services
(Official Records, No. 44, page 100).
Office of the Director-General
No comments were made on this section.

External Relations
Dr. FORREST, Director, Office of External Relations, replying to a point
raised by Dr^ Allwood-Paredes regarding the provision for a consultant at the
New York Liaison Office, said that the Organization had found it both satisfactory
and economical to engage a qualified part-time consultant to be attached to that
office since the amount of work did not warrant the appointment of a full-time
official »
Technical Assistance
No comments were made on this section.
Public Information
No comments were made on this section.
Administration and Finance : Office of the Assistant Director-General
No comments were made on this section.
Legal Office
No comments were made on this section.
Internal Audit
•

No comments were made on this section.

•

•

.

.

.

Administrative Management and Personnel
M r . SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Administration and Finance, replying to
a question by Dr. KARUNARATNE as to the functions of the Travel Unit, said that the
m i t was responsible for the co-ordination of all travel requirements, i.e. for the
Health Assembly, for the Executive Board， for the Secretariat and for fellowships.

It

•was responsible for passing on to Cook's travel agency the necessary authorizations.
The arrangement with that travel agency had resulted in considerable saving for WHO and
had made for greater efficiency in dealing with travel requirements.
Dr. KARUNA.RATNE and the CHAIRMAN recalled instances in which the Travel Unit had
given cause for complaint in dealing with the travel requirements of members of the
Board.
Mr* SIEGEL said that he had not hitherto had any complaints with regard to the
Travel Unit brought to his attention； on the contrary, .he had heard appreciation of
the шу its work was done#

However, he would be glad to hear personally of any с
о
п
ь
-

plaints which members of the Board might have and he would be responsible for a full
investigation of the matter.
M . FOESSEL, adviser to Professor Parisot^ believed that the problem of the
co-ordination of travel within the Organization required further attention•

He noted

that expeñditxire on travel represented approximately 10 per cent of the total budget.
He understood that separate budget appropriations were made for travel in each of the
services.

He would welcome information from the Secretariat as to whether some co-

ordination of travel could not be introduced and whether such a unit co\ild not

profitably be placed under the direct authority of the Office of the Director-General«
The DIRECTCïl-QENERAL %aid that the present organizational structure had been
established so that each unit might have adequate administrative attention»

Such

adequate administrative control would prove impossible if a travel unit was attached
to the Office of the Director-General•
The administrative structure of the Organization was very simple and, indeed,
further responsibilities were added each year with relatively little increase in
personnel •

The only "way in which every unit could be guaranteed satisfactory

administrative control would be for the various units to be thoroughly studied in
rotation and for any adjustments to be made.
Budget and Finance
M« FOESSEL called attention to the fact that the text regarding Budget and
Finance (page 102) referred both to duty travel to cover visits to regional offices
for consultation and advice and to duty travel for headquarters personnel to visit
regional offices in order to help introduce new procedures•

He suggested that in

the interests of economy it might be wise to follow the example wider Internal Audit
where the policy of the Director-General was stated as being "to attach auditors to
regions for periods of about 2 years and to transfer them from one region to another
at intervals of about the same period"• •
M r . SIEGEL said that the point raised by M . Foessel involved the entire
decentralization system adopted by WHO.

The fact was fully recognised that, from an

administrative and financial standpoint, it was more costly for the Organization to

staff regional offices.

However, the increased expenditure was offset by the fact

that decentralization enhanced the effectiveness of the Organization ' s programme.

It

had appeared desirable in the circumstances to transfer the appropriate budget and
accounting services with the programme services to the regional offices, thus 、
necessarily complicating the administrative and financial structure of the Organization
Furthermore, the Technical Assistance programme had been superimposed on the regular
programme, making for a considerable increase in the volume of work.

In order to

ensure the highest possible degree of efficiency, regional offices sometimes requested
assistance from headquarters when preparing their regional budgets.

Constant efforts

were made to improve accounting efficiency and consequently accounting procedures were
changed, thus calling for a certain interchange of staff between headquarters and
regional offices.
M . FOESSEL had not intended to question the principle of decentralization of
administrative and financial services.

He had suggested that it would perhaps be

more economical, particularly in the present circumstances, to assign a staff member
provisionally to a regional office rather than have two staff members for the same
function, the staff member from headquarters training the staff member in the regional
office.
The CHAIRMAN recalled that it had in the past been decided that staff members
from the regional offices on home leave would visit headquarters for a period before
returning to their posts in order to acquaint themselves with new procedures.

Now,

however, it appeared that headquarters staff were visiting the regional offices for
that same purpose.
by correspondence.

In most national organizations such instruction was generally given

M r , SIEGEL was not in disagreement with the Chairman.

Indeed, from a practical

point of view only a very small amount of travel was involved and by far the greater
part of such instruction was undertaken Ъу correspondence.

He noted that under Budget

Section the sum of 釭，050 had been appropriated for travel in 1953 and that the
corresponding amount for the Finance and Accounts Section was #1,640.

Thus, visits

were only envisaged to one or two regional offices in a year.
It should be borne in mind that certain difficulties existed in international
organizations which did not arise in the national sphere. For instance, in an international organization, staff members of many different nationalities were called upon
to adjust their

OTOI

experience to the systems in use. Moreover, the administration of

the Organization was still in its infancy and it would not be possible for the maximum
degree of efficiency to be acquired at all levels before a few years had elapsed. However, every possible effort was being made in that direction.
In reply to a further point raised by the CHAIRMAN, he confirmed that a conplete
accounting system was in effect at headquarters and in the regional offices, and was
fully described in the instructions supplied. Nevertheless, any progressive organizat i o n

t o o k

changing circumstances into consideration and altered its system from time

to time to take account of those changes.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL called attention to a further complicating element - the fact
that, in many cases, circumstances in the Individual regional offices were new and
relatively unknown to headquarters staff. The instructions given had on occasion to be
adapted to the needs of each regional office, and sometimes a staff member encountering
some particular difficulty reverted to his national method if no established Щ0
procedure existed. Therefore, particularly in view of the fact that no precedent
existed for the type of work undertaken byТОЮat the present time, it was essential

for administrative personnel at headquarters to study the regional offices as well as for
staff assigned to the regional offices to acquaint themselves with the latest procedures
at headquarters. The Technical Assistance programme had added a considerable workload
before the administrative situation in the regional offices had had time to become fully
stabilized.
Common Services at Headqxarters
M. FOESSEL raised various points on which, he would welcome information in
connexion iraith Common Services at Headquarters (Official Records No, 40, page 111).
The estimated cost of ^139,196 for rental and maintenance of premises appeared to him
unduly high, particularly in view of the considerable s皿s spent on the new office
buildings. H e would also welcome further details in connexion with expenditure on
maintenancej heating and electricity. He noted that an increased estimate had been
given in anticipation of increases in rates of pay for maintenance staff and some
increase in the cost of heating and maintenance materials;

but he doubted the

advisability of specifically making provision in that way, rather than classing
possible increases as emergency expenditure, since it might lead the firms concerned
to increase their bills to the extent of the budgetary increase.
He TOiuld welcome greater detail in regard to the miscellaneous items of expenditure
referred to as contractual charges (under chapter 40). He would also welcome further
information on the typewriters and office machines needing replacement and on the annual
proportion of obsolete machines at headquarters. In respect of the general total for
Common Services at headquarters, he noted that the proposed estimate for 1954 totalled
$382,000, whereas in 1951 only $118,812 had been involved.

(See Official Records

No. 41, page 52.)
Mr. SIEGEL said the costs to which M. Foessel had referred represented the cost of

maintenance of premises reimbursed by Ш0 to the United Nations European Office• Secondly
M» Foessel had been conçaring the figure for common services in 1951 in' respect of administrative services only, amounting to 於118,812 (Official Records Noa 41, page 52),
with the total figure for Common Services at Headquarters in 1954. The total figure for
Common Services at Headquarters in 1951 had amounted to approximately 遽310,000。
M« VALOT, Chief, Conference and Office Services Section， said the estimates shown
under chapter 31 (which covered maintenance, repairs, heating， cleaning and custodial
services)for 1953 and 1954 were based on information received from the relevant service
of the European Office of the United Nations and were calculated at a rate of $23,50 per
square metre for 1953 and #24.70 for 1954, for a total space of 6,705 square metres.
Other Contractual Services (chapter 43) included the cost of the external auditj
amounting to approximately $10,000, and banking charges, "which were approximately ^1^100
in 1952, and were estimated at 氣 0 0 0 for 1954•

Reimbursement to the United Nations for

distribution of documents, publications, press releases, e t c ” was made on a percentage
basis according to the number of WHO documents distributed^ as compared with the total
number of documents handled by the United Nations service о The figures were approximately |21,000 in 1952 and were estimated at ^27^000 for 1953 and $30,000 for 1954. The increase resulted partly from normal increases in staff salaries and partly from the evergrowing volume of WHO documentation. Language courses accounted for $3,000 of the 1954
f

estimates,and refund to the United Nations of YfflO s share of the staff medical service to
about

Various other small items, such as vaccination of officials going to areas

where it iras required, publicity for vacant posts^ visas, moving of furnitureто.thinthe
л
.•
.
building, e t c ” amounted in 乒 11 to about 07j000 per annum。
There was a printing error in the paragraph under the heading Acquisition of
Capital Assets (chapter 80)$

the typewriters and other machines referred to had. been

bou^it in 1946 and not in 1948.

It was more economical to replace typeivriters at fairly

short intervals because a higher price could then be obtained for the old ones. There
ware at present 330 type-writers in use and it was proposed, if the Board agreed, to replace 25 in 1954, 40 in 1955 and 50 in each subsequent year.
.

M. FOESSEL thanked Mr. Siegel and M. Valot for the information.
Dr. HAYEK asked for information concerning the figures for communications and

hospitality (chapters 41 and 42).
M. VALOT replied that the figure of |65,110 given for communications included postage, telegraph and telephone costs.
Mr. SIEGEL said the figure of $10,000 for hospitality at headquarters had been included in each annual budget. 1H0 differed•from many of the other specialized agencies
in that the Director-General was the only official "mho received a representation allowance. The lump s vim provided for hospitality was allocated by the Director-General to
senior members of staff trtio must account for its use.
Dr. KARUWARATNE suggested that since the actual expenditure on hospitality in 1952
had. apparently amounted to only 谚7,450, it mi曲t be possible to reduce the estimates
for 1953 and 1954.
Jfr. SIECSL thought it would be unfortunate to reduce the estijnate for 1954. The
fact that actual expenditure in 1952 had been less than the amount estimated reflected
the prudence exercised by the Director-General in the use of the funds. There had in
fact been considerable pressure from many members of staff to increase the sums available^
since their need to extend, hospitality had increased considerably, and on many

occasions their expenses had not been reimbursed. The Dire сtor- General had not, however,
thought it desirable to ask for an increase in the amount of ^10,000 "which had been
authorized as an upper limit.
Dr. KARUNARâTNE was unable to agree that it would be unfortunate to reduce the item.
It irais usual in budgeting to take account of the average expenditure in preceding years.
••
-.
.
Moreover, if a larger sum were provided, it was liable to be spent, however careful and
prudent the Director-General might be.

•

After a further exchange of views, Dr. TORBOTT proposed the closure of the debate.
....
'
•
‘
., ?
In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Dr. KâRUNARATNE said he did not wish to
make a formal proposal.
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No further objection having been raised, the CHAIRMAN declared the debate clôsed.
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Regional Schedules
Dr. ALLITOOD-PAREDES, remarking that the regular budget for the Region of the

.

Americas showed a decrease in 1954 compared with 1953j asked Aether that was an indication of a general policy and, if so, viiat was the reason.
Mr. SIEGEL said that it had proved necessary, in view of the limitation of the budget, to reduce the funds available for certain regions in order to increase those available for others. The African Region, for instance, iwhich had only just been established,
and the Western Pacific Region vdiich was not yet fully established, required increased
amounts in order that projects mi^it be started or developed. The figures given in the
summary tables (pages 114 to 120) would show what adjustments had had. to be nade.
Dr. KâRUNARATNE asked on "what principle the allocations were made to regions from

the regular budget and from Technical Assistance funds.
йге DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Dire с tor-General had many times had the
occasion to explain to the World Health Assembly and the Board that since no sure criteria
existed for comparing the value of one programme with another, allocations were origlnalLy
made on the basis of the consideration of all known factors. Adjustments were then made,
and,the method seemed to have given satisfactory results.

It was difficult to see how any-

other system could be followed at the present stage of development of the Or轵nization.
It was impossible to make allocations on the basis of the real needs of the regions,
since they could all use far l a r ^ r sums than it had been possible to allocate to them.
The CHAIRMAN inquired iràiether there was any fixed ratio between the sums allocated
to the regions as a whole and to headquarters.
Mr. SIEGEL said that as far as he m s aware no ratio had been fixed.

In any case

any ratio which mig^it be reflected in the document would be completely changed as a
result of the financial difficulties in 1953.

It would be necessary to postpone certain

projects and he felt sure the Director-General would wish to give a certain priority to
projects in the African Region.
Dr. KARUNARATNE was unable to agree that the present procedure had worked satisfactorily.

It was obvious that if a region vías only allocated a certain sum it had to

confine its programme within those limits. In deciding the budgetary allocations to
regions, it mast be considered "whether projects to be carried out in one area were of more
general importance than those in another area. He felt that some guidance should be given
to the Director-General for future planning, particularly since the total funds available
to WHO were likely to dec'rease in the future.

M. FOESSEL asked whether the reductions in the accounts for which the regions asked
•were agreed upon between the regional directors or whether the Director-General decided
on the allocations.
Ihe DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the allocation of available funds was made
by .the； Director-General on the basis of the preceding year's allocation and in the light
of new developments and of his periodical conferences with the regional directors. The
total funds available to YfflO were very much below its needs and there was therefore no
other way but to give each region less than it required. The Dire с tor-General would be
very glad to have guidance from the Board on a better distribution of the available funds.
He suggested that the question might be considered after the examination of the regional
budgets vjhen the Standing Committee would have a general picture of the situation for 1954.
It -ms agreed that the budgetary allocations to regions should be discussed when the
discussion of the regional budgets had been concluded.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that it would be too cumbersome, a procedure to consider each
country in each region separately. He invited members to raise any special points they
wished.
Professor CANAPERIA agreed with the Chairman's sugestión. He proposed that each
regional director be invited to make a general statement on the problems arising in his
region and on the projects in course or under study.
Dr. van den BERG supported Professor Canaperia's proposal and suggested that the
regional directors should indicate any difficulties they foresaw in the inplementation
of the Technical Assistance programme in their regions.

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. Soper, Regional Director for the Americas, to make an
introductory statement.
Dr. SOPER, Regional Director for the Americas, drew attention in the first instance
to one of the basic differences between the work in the Americas and that in other
regions. The Region's budget was considerably increased by contributions from the
American Republics to the Pan American Sanitary Organization so that not only were
additional funds available but there was increased local interest in the programmes.
It had been noticeable that the Directing Council of PASO gave more detailed consideration to the budget of PASB and its local programmes than it did, as Regional Conmittee
for the Americas, to the budget and programmes of WHO. YilHO's budget for 1954 vras the
first that had received adequate consideration.

‘

One or two points in the programme of the Americas deserved special consideration,
bi 1947 PASB had embarked on a programme for tbe eradication of the Aëdes aegypti
mosquito. Since the latter was not a forest mosquito in the Americas, its eradication
there was feasible. The programme was progressing and in several countries had beсою
an integral part of the general programmes for the control of insect-borne diseasesj
as such it had merited the support of UNICEF and of Technical Assistance funds. An
attempt had been made wherever possible to develop general rather than h i ^ l y specialized
programmes. The control of malaria and of yellow fever, for instance, had originally
been considered as separate programmes but an attempt was now being made to bring
all control measures against such insect-borne diseases as are transmitted within
the home under tiie same programme

Another undertaking of significance was the Institute for Nutrition of Central
America and Panama.

Six countries of that part of the Americas had signed an

agreement In 1946 oalling for the organization of a combined nutritional studyprogramme, with a central laboratory and with national units in the different
countries.

The Institute had, under the auspices of the PASO, carried out very

creditable work during the past three and a half years.

Guatemala, where the

Central laboratory was situated, had furnished the building, and support was
received from the Kellogg Foundation for supplies and equipment and from PASB
for administrative costs.
of the Member States.

The basie budget however derived from the contributions

The work was at present in an experimental stage and

was being carried out under a council composed of representatives of the Member
States, the Kellogg Foundation and PASB.

He stressed that the contributions

of the Member countries to that one project, which was of great local interest
but also of general importance to many regions of the world, were largor than
their contributions to the entire programme of either PASB or WHO.
A third special programme, under the auspices of UNICEF and WHO, aimed
at the eradication of yaws in Haiti.

It had first been organized in 1950 as

a programme of mass treatment at temporary dispensaries, but 18 months ago .
had been converted into a programme for house-to-house treatment.

The number

of treatments had reached over 100,000 a month in a population of rather more
than 3,000,000.

Treatment was based on inoculation with penicillin in

maximum doses of 600,000 units for adults and 300,000 for children.

Some months after the programme had started in Haiti, the WHO Ej^ert Committee on
Venereal Infections had recommended a dosage of 2,400,000 units.

In the report of

the same expert committee (presented to the present session of the Board) that
figure had been reduced to 1,200,000 units, and he believed that when the programme in
Haiti was completed the expert committee would be able to reduce it to the 600,000 units
used in Haiti.
In the general programme of the Americas, emphasis was laid on the strengthening
of governmental health servicesя

PASB believed very strongly that it was against

the interests of a country to stimulate tlis initiation within that country of programmes
which it could not carry out with its own potential resources.

It believed that the

long-term objective should be to help in forming well-rounded national services with
properly trained personnel.

In the meantime, many problems could be solved on an

emergency basis with personnel trained to do only one task。
A large number of inter-country and inter-aonal programmes were being carried on
as would be seej^ from page 248<,
He felt he should draw attention to the fact that it had been found impossible
to administer the Region from Washington and that therefore PASB and the Regional
Office had been decentralized and five zone offices set up。 As had been the case
with WHO, it had been found necessary to maintain a certain duplication of administrative machinery until all the zone offices were established.

At present there were

offices in Mexico City, Guatemala, Lima, Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.
last-named was limited to a single country.

Only the

The zone officers corresponded to

WHO'S regional officers rather than to its area representatives as ih South-East Asia.
It was understood that all programmes and all recommendations for fellowships should

originate in the zones ^

As far as possible, direct contact between the technical

administrations within the countries and the Washington office was being discontinued
and the zone representatives were being made responsible for all relations and
activities in the zone.
Dr. FARNSWORTH, Regional Office for the Americas, replying to Dr. van den Berg,
said that the Regional Office for the Americas, faced with the need to reduce
programmes, had divided its projects financed from Technical Assistance funds into
three categories in the following order of priority:

(1) those in operation on the

last day of December 1952, (2) those for which agreements had been signed with
governments and arrangements made for securing personnel, and (3) those whose discontinuance would cause prejudice to the countries concerned.

There remained a group

of projects in the planning stage, which had been discussed with governments and were
very necessary for the improvement of the national health services;

owing to lack

of funds, however, they would have to be deferred until a clear picture of the
financial situation could be obtained at the end of March or the beginning of April.
Dr., .ШШШМТЫЕ, referring to the treatment of yaws with 600,000 units of
penicillin, asked whether that information had been available to the Expert Committee
on Venereal Infections, and whether the experiment had been carried out for a
sufficiently lengthy period to warrant belief that that dosage was reasonable.
What proportion of the population had been treated?
Referring to the paragraph on fellowships under Argentina (page 161), he asked
whether there was any contractual agreement on the part of the Government to provide
resources to enable Fellows to apply the knowledge acquired.

Dr. SOPER thought the recommendation of the Expert Committee on Venereal Infections
could be explained by the fact that they had grouped together all the diseases caused
by treponemal infections and had made a blanket recommendation,

Ш0 headquarters

had received regular information on the project in Haiti, and the technical chief of
the work in Haiti had presented a report at the special meeting on yaws held in
Bangkok in March 1952.

It was felt that mass treatment in a country where in some

areas 50 per cent of the people were infected with yaws, was a very useful and
indicative operation;

it proved, at least as far as Haiti was concerned, that

treatment with a dosage of 600,000 units was capable of stopping the transmission of
yaws.

In that connexion he suggested that while reports of expert committees should

be given every consideration, it should not be felt that they must be followed blindly
by everyone in the Organization.

No action should be taken which would câuse an

e ^ e r t committee's report to hamper the development of field programmes of WHO,
Replying to Dr. Karunaratne‘s question concerning fellowships in Argentina, he
said that during the last five or six years large amounts of money had become
available in the Argentine for health projects.

There had, however, been an inadequate

number of trained public-health workers to direct the expanded programme»

It had

been the good fortune of- the Regional Office for the Americas, at a time when
Argentina was not interested in technical collaboration from outside sources, to be
able to take a number of young Argentine health workers for training outside the
country.

He would like to reword the sentence on page l6l as follows:

"It is

expected that on their return the Government will utilize these men in the key
positions which would make available to them the use of resources already available".
The Regional Office was formally committed to the belief that fellowships of WHO and

PASB should be limited to the training of teachers, professors or health workers for

t

specific positions which they already occupied。 They were opposed to indiscriminate
granting of fellowships to persons vho might or might not make use of the training
thus acquired.

It was, however, sometimes necessary, because oí ..special conditions

in a country, to modify the regulations.
Dr. EEAYO drew attention to the fact that the population of the province of
Santiago^ Chile, according to the census taken in April 1952, was 1,750>000 - not
1,200,000 as stated on page 165。
Dr. LEROUX asked whether the Regional Director did not feel that some other
project might be more urgent than that mentioned under Qanada under the heading of
Assistance to Schools of Public Health (page 162),.
Dr. SOPER observed that the project in question, which cost only $7,000， was
a part, of a vider programme.

There had hitherto been more movement of professors

from South America to the United States and Canada than in the other direction, and
it had been felt for some time past that it would be of advantage, especially for
the general co-ordination of public-health training in the Americas, if some of the
leading professors from public-health schools in Worth America could have the
opportunity to see the conditions in vhich the people they trained would be working
ana have personal contact with the schools in Latin America.

It would be seen from,

page 171 that a similar item had been provided for the United States, the sum in that
case being $27,000 (page 2 ^ ) „
He mentioned that it was not until June 1952^ when a Director for the Division of
Education and Training vaa appointed, thai: the Regional Office had been able to deal

1

with a matter already overdue.
Dr. LEROUX thanked Dr. Soper for the information.
Mr. MELLS asked whether it was expected that the establishment of zone offices
would result in a substantial reduction in the administrative and financial staff of
the Washington office.
Dr. SOPER replied that the matter had been given a great deal of thought and the
answer was in the affirmative.

It had already been found possible to reduce the

technical staff in the Washington office and although decentralization would mean a
larger administrative staff than would be necessary if there were only one office,
there was no doubt that the administrative staff could be reduced gradually.
It was agreed to postpone further discussion until the following meeting.
At the suggestion of Dr. TURBOTT the Standing Committee requested the Secretariat
to convey to Dr. Togba their regret at his absence and their best wishes for a speedy
recovery.

The meeting rose at 6 a 05 p«m,

